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I. Introduction.

NAT practitioners have lived and taken an eagle for generations on the WRR, where the

Sun Dance is held each year.  On a single piece of evidence – a phone conversation with

undisclosed EST “elders” – FWS granted carte blanche to the EST to prevent an ongoing

religious practice by the NAT anywhere on the WRR on the grounds that the EST finds the

practice offensive.  FWS mischaracterizes this veto power over religious activity as a lawful

“balance” of purely secular factors. 

When this case first presented, FWS appeared to rely on a host of arguments presented by

EST in opposition to the eagle take permit, including those involving the Shoshone and Arapaho

Law & Order Code, real property co-ownership by the Tribes, and the theory that EST has an

undivided interest in every single eagle on the WRR.  Over time, FWS came to rely solely on an

EST “religious” objection, based on statements by EST legal counsel at oral argument, letters

from Wade LeBeau, and an unrecorded phone conversation with undisclosed “elders” (which

appear to have included LeBeau).1  In its last brief, FWS now relies on a resolution passed by

EST which is not in the FWS ROD.  Doc.#87 at 23, Riley decl.  Although the Court considered

RFRA issues earlier, further development of the record by FWS (which FWS has supplemented

more than once) and development of the NAT ROD (after Wyoming law was amended to allow

eagle take outside the WRR) warrant a close examination of NAT’s First Amendment claims.  

In violation of the Administrative Procedures Act (APA), FWS ignores its own

admissions, critical uncontested facts, and legislative enactments of the NAT.  Denial of the

application exceeds its authority under BGEPA and agency regulations and must be set aside.

II. FWS seeks to mislead the Court about its denial of the NAT permit application.

FWS insists that it granted NAT’s “application for ‘take’ of one to two mature bald

eagles outside the exterior boundaries of the Wind River Reservation” (WRR).  Doc.#87 at 8. 

Yet, the record is clear that NAT has never applied for a permit to take an eagle outside the

WRR.  FWS ROD at 000235-38 (2010 permit application) and 002169-72 (2012 permit

application).  The truth is, FWS denied NAT’s application and substituted, instead, an alternative

permit for certain areas outside the WRR.  But the permit which FWS issued is not what NAT

1 Neither FWS nor Amicus deny that LeBeau was one of the “elders” on the phone call.

1
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applied for, nor what NAT challenges.  Rather, the Tribe challenges FWS’ denial of NAT’s

application for an on-reservation permit.

Based on the simple exercise of turning up into down, and down into up, FWS argues

from the point of view that, having granted “the permit,” it could not have burdened NAT

practitioners’ free exercise of religion.  This effort by FWS does not hold up under scrutiny. 

NAT practitioners have engaged in the ceremonial take of an eagle for religious purposes on the

WRR for over 130 years (see citations below).  Anyone who continues to engage in the religious

activity involved in acquiring an eagle from the wild on the WRR is subject to the very real

threat of criminal prosecution.  U.S. v. Friday, 525 F.3d 938 (10th Cir. 2008).  Without a permit

from FWS, this religious activity is prohibited as a matter of criminal law.  16 U.S.C. §668. 

Despite fundamental principles embodied in the Free Exercise Clause and the Agency’s specific

statutory duty to make eagles available to Indian Tribes for religious use,2 FWS denied NAT’s

application to continue this key religious activity on the WRR.  To avoid prosecution, NAT

practitioners must now leave their home, an area larger than the States of Delaware and Rhode

Island combined,3 and go where the eagle has not presented itself for ceremonial take in living

memory, and perhaps never.  FWS cannot distort the reality facing tribal members, who risk

prosecution for this act of religious faith on the WRR because their permit application was

denied.

III. Denial of the permit application is subject to strict scrutiny.

FWS argues that the “strict scrutiny” standard applied in Church of the Lukumi Babalu

Aye, Inc. v. City of Hialeah, 508 U.S. 520, does not apply to the case at bar because the Agency

has not acted out of animus toward NAT practitioners.  This argument is flawed.  First, the

record shows considerable animus toward NAT practitioners by the EST, upon which FWS

2  16 U.S.C. §668a (BGEPA) “Whenever, after investigation, the Secretary of the Interior
shall determine that it is compatible with the preservation of the bald eagle or the golden eagle to
permit the taking... for the religious purposes of Indian tribes... he may authorize the taking of
such eagles pursuant to regulations...”

3  The States of Delaware and Rhode Island combined cover 2,982.35 square miles of
land.  See http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/1000.html and 4400.html.  The WRR covers
2.3 million acres, U.S. v. Mazurie, 419 U.S. 544, 546 (1975), or 3,593.75 square miles.
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relied.  Doc.#79 at 10-12 (LeBeau objections to eagle permit) and Doc.#79-2 at 29 and 41. 

Second, strict scrutiny applies where there is a system of exemptions to a general rule.  Bowen v.

Roy, 476 U.S. 693, 708 (1986) and Grace United Methodist Church v. City of Cheyenne, 451

F.3d 643, 650 (10th Cir. 2006).  If “the challenged rule is applied in a discriminatory fashion that

disadvantages religious groups or organizations,” strict scrutiny applies.  Id. at 651.  Here, FWS

administers the exceptions provided under the BGEPA,4 determines and weighs religious

tradition, and chooses sides to the advantage of some and the disadvantage of others.  The denial

of an exception under BGEPA burdens religiously motivated activity by NAT practitioners in

favor of objections made by Amicus.  The standard set forth in Lukumi applies here directly.

IV. FWS ignores the evidence before the Court.

The Sun Dance involves not just the time that dancers are within the Sun Dance Lodge,

but efforts by them and their extended families and friends that last throughout the year. NAT

ROD at 012 (Dr. Anderson letter).  FWS admits that “[t]he take of the eagle used in the offering

for the Sun Dance is itself part of the ceremonies leading up to the Sun Dance... the sponsor’s

role and responsibilities, including the taking of an eagle, are important components of the Sun

Dance and are part of the accepted cultural practices leading up to the Sun Dance.”  FWS ROD

at 531(16).  See also NAT ROD at 011, 035 and 071.  Despite this admission by FWS, the

Agency treats a requirement that the ceremonial take occur outside the WRR as a mere

inconvenience to practitioners.  FWS fails to understand the importance of the Free Exercise

Clause or why location of the take matters, perhaps because it falls outside of mainstream

cultural experience.  The place where an eagle is taken is instrumental for religious reasons and

for the survival of Arapaho life and culture.  

First, the Sun Dance and ceremonial take of an eagle has been occurring on the WRR for

generations – eagles have been taken this way on the WRR for over 130 years.  NAT ROD at

028, 035, 037, 066, and 071.  The first known example of criminal prosecution for this religious

activity was that involving tribal member Winslow Friday.  NAT ROD at 066.  

Second, the sacred eagle itself chooses the person and place to present itself to and where

4 Among other exceptions, BGEPA allows eagle take for scientific purposes, exhibition,
and the protection of other wildlife.  16 U.S.C. §668a.
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the ceremonial take occurs is a sacred and significant location.  As a choice made by the eagle

itself, the location is indeed instrumental to the ceremony.  NAT ROD at 071, 037, and 035. 

FWS imagines the take of an eagle as something equivalent to hunting game for food.  In

hunting, people choose the location for the kill and plan the event as a contest between the

survival skills of the animal against the stalking and other skills of the hunter.  But Arapaho

people “have a very different way of thinking and talking about eagles than do ‘average middle

class Americans.’  It is clear to me that the Arapaho language itself reflects a different status for

the eagle than for game animals, and that the terms used to describe their procurement are

completely different from those described for obtaining food.  Especially important is the

avoidance of any reference to an act which would kill or end the life of the eagle. ... In fact, the

life force of the eagle is understood as being transferred into the plumage and other parts used in

the ceremonies.”  NAT ROD at 008 (Dr. Cowell letter).  “The take of an eagle... involves

offering and prayer.  The take of an eagle and the actual Sun Dance ceremony are interconnected

and should not be separated.”  NAT ROD at 035 (C’Hair declaration). 

For an eagle to present itself to the right individual at the right time, that person needs to

be physically located in the area where the take may occur.  For the Northern Arapaho, that is

unquestionably on lands within the WRR.  FWS would not only require NAT practitioners to

leave the WRR for the ceremony, but to leave the WRR for extended periods of time – for as

long as it takes during the course of the year for an eagle to present itself to those in need of it.

Third, the proper ceremonial take of an eagle is a religious tradition passed on from

generation to generation and is essential to the survival of the Arapaho people’s traditions and

religious identity.  NAT ROD at 036, 037, and 039.  

A prohibition on the continued take of eagles on the Reservation, when done in the

proper traditional way, is not acceptable under Arapaho tradition and burdens that religious

practice.  NAT ROD at 066 and 075.

The evidence before the Court on summary judgment shows why the location of the

ceremonial take is significant.  Perhaps because of a cultural bias, FWS has confined itself to a

view that only specific, historic locations, used year after year, can have any religious

significance to the practitioner.  To reach this conclusion, FWS appoints itself as interpreter of

NAT religious tradition and ignores important testimony from practitioners themselves.

4
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V. FWS’ denial of the permit application creates a substantial burden on religious
activity.

FWS insists that it has not “prevented the NAT from conducting their Sun Dance,”5 and

that, therefore, it has not created a “substantial burden” on the exercise of religion.  Doc.#87 at

15 and Riley decl.  But the ceremonial take of an eagle is itself a religious activity.  FWS ROD at

531.  The denial of a permit on the WRR criminalizes that religious activity in an area larger

than the States of Delaware and Rhode Island combined.6  And, “prevention” is not the

applicable First Amendment standard.  FWS proceeds from its misstatement of fact and cites to

cases involving a “Hobson’s choice”7 and cases involving the effect of zoning laws on the

relocation of church buildings.  In doing so, FWS subverts the meaning of “substantial burden.”

A. The “Hobson’s choice” argument is a “straw man.”  A practitioner need not be

faced with a “Hobson’s choice” for government action to create a “substantial burden” on

religious practice.  The Supreme Court “has repeatedly held that indirect coercion or penalties

on the free exercise of religion, not just outright prohibitions, are subject to strict scrutiny under

the First Amendment [emphasis added].”  Lyng v. Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Ass’n,

485 U.S. 439, 450 (1988).

FWS relies on Abdulhasseb v. Calbone, 600 F.3d 1301 (10th Cir. 2010) (prisoner faced

with choice of eating foods violative of religious beliefs or not eating at all) and Hobby Lobby

Stores v. Sebelius, 723 F.3d 1114 (10th Cir. 2013) (store owners faced with choice of offering

5  The Tribe has said “the continued take of eagles by NAT members for religious
purposes on the WRIR may be seen by others as an act of civil disobedience, but for us it is an
act of religious faith and our right to raise our children in the traditions of our forefathers.”  NAT
ROD at 075.  The implication is that NAT members are continuing to worship “according to the
dictates of conscience,” Cummings v. Missouri, 71 U.S. 277 (1866), including the take of an
eagle where it presents itself, with or without a permit.

6  Any permit system at all burdens the free exercise of religion.  U.S. v. Hardman said
“any scheme which limits their access to eagle feathers therefore must be seen as having a
substantial effect on the exercise of religious belief.”  297 F.3d 1116, 1127 (10th Cir. 2002). 

7  One wonders what “Hobson’s choice” NAT religious practice presents for EST
members who are offended simply because the ceremony happens somewhere within the 2.3
million acre WRR at some time each year in anticipation of Sun Dance (which also occurs
there).

5
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contraceptive insurance coverage violative of religious beliefs or paying government fines). 

Abdulhasseb recites the three separate analyses to be used in determining whether government

action creates a “substantial burden” on religious activity.  The burden is established “when a

government (1) requires participation in an activity prohibited by a sincerely held religious

belief, or (2) prevents participation in conduct motivated by a sincerely held religious belief, or

(3) places substantial pressure on an adherent either not to engage in conduct motivated by a

sincerely held religious belief or to engage in conduct contrary to a sincerely held religious

belief.”  Id. at 1315. 

In the case at bar, FWS action “prevents participation in conduct motivated by a sincerely

held religious belief,” the second test.  FWS prevents anyone from participating in the

ceremonial take of an eagle on the WRR.  When an eagle presents itself there, those who conduct

the ceremonial take are subject to penalties on the free exercise of their religion.  

FWS seems to think that, in theory, an eagle might present itself to a tribal member

outside the WRR, even though that has not occurred in 130 years, the individual does not reside

there, and all of the other religious activity necessary for the Sun Dance occurs on the WRR. 

FWS concludes that this is good enough for these religious practitioners.  Even if we indulge this

misdirection, and ignore NAT’s own conclusions that an off-reservation permit fails to meet the

religious needs of practitioners, the third, or “substantial pressure,” test is also satisfied.  Here,

the threat of prosecution pressures practitioners “not to engage in conduct motivated by a

sincerely held religious belief,”Abdulhasseb, id. at 1315, because when the eagle presents itself

to the practitioner on the WRR, the ceremonial take is necessary for religious reasons. 

Hobby Lobby recognized an important point in Thomas v. Review Board of the Indiana

Employment Security Division, 450 U.S. 707 (1981), the decision which established the

“substantial pressure” test.  In Thomas, the practitioner did not object to work in a foundry that

processed steel for a variety of purposes, but he did object to manufacturing turrets for military

tanks.  His choice was not between his belief and any work at all, but between belief and work

making turrets, and that pressure created a substantial burden.  Id. at 717.  “While the

compulsion may be indirect, the infringement upon free exercise [was] nonetheless substantial.” 

Id. at 717-18.  In other words, a “Hobson’s choice” is not the only situation where government

6
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action can create a “substantial burden” on religious practice.  See also Lyng, id.8 

Furthermore, so long as the belief is sincere, it is the practitioner who decides where to

draw the line.  Hobby Lobby, id. at 1138-39.  Here, FWS has impermissibly drawn the line on

behalf of NAT practitioners.

B. The church relocation cases are inopposite.  FWS relies on Messiah Baptist

Church v. County of Jefferson, State of Colorado, 859 F.2d 820 (10th Cir. 1988).  There, the

church challenged a zoning ordinance which prevented it from constructing a new church

building in an area zoned for agricultural use.  The court concluded that “building and owning a

church is a desirable accessory of worship, not a fundamental tenet of the Congregation’s

religious beliefs,” id. at 825, citing Lakewood, Ohio Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses, Inc.

v. City of Lakewood, Ohio, 699 F.2d 303, 307 (6th Cir. 1983), cert denied, 464 U.S. 815 (1983). 

In Lakewood, the church sought to build a church in a new location zoned for residential use.  Id.

at 304.  There was “no evidence that the construction of [the new church] is a ritual.”  Id. at 307. 

The zoning ordinance did not “exclude... religious worship from the City.”  Id.  In the case at

bar, the ceremonial take of an eagle is itself a fundamental religious activity.  The religious take

of an eagle is, indeed, “a ritual” and the denial of an eagle take permit does, in fact, “exclude

religious worship” from an area much larger than the City of Lakewood.  Id.

Furthermore, where denial of a government permit prevents religious ceremonies at a

specific location, zoning laws can create substantial burdens on Free Exercise, even when

practitioners are free to conduct their ceremonies elsewhere.  See Rocky Mountain Christian

Church v. Board of County Commissioners of Boulder County, 612 F.Supp.2d 1163 (D. Colo.

2009).  A government “may not escape the constitutional protection afforded against its activities

by protesting that those who seek an activity it forbids may find it elsewhere.”  Islamic Center of

Mississippi, Inc. v. City of Starkville, 840 F.2d 293 (5th Cir., 1988).  “Neighborhood opposition,”

like that from EST, is not sufficient to justify burdens on the religious practices of a differing

8  Lukumi did not present what FWS would call a “Hobson’s choice,” either – the Church
was always free to perform its ceremonies outside the limits of the City of Hialeah.

7
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group.  Id. at 302.9

VI. FWS improperly treats NAT religious practices as merely secular, to be balanced
against EST interests under BGEPA.

FWS turns the purpose of BGEPA on its head and protects certain EST members from

the offense they express at the knowledge that NAT practitioners take an eagle.  Could the

federal government prevent Baptist services, or ceremonies in the Church of Latter Day Saints, if

they offended EST?  Would such government action be a purely secular balancing act?  Of

course not.  FWS cannot dodge the free exercise rights of NAT practitioners by shrinking them

to “secular” status, and then “balancing” them by denying the permit everywhere on the WRR. 

FWS has no legitimate or compelling governmental interest under BGEPA, or otherwise,

sufficient to overcome NAT practitioner’s free exercise rights.  

Finally, FWS misstates NAT’s argument under Navajo Nation v. U.S. Forest Service, 535

F.3d 1058 (9th Cir. 2008).  The point is that EST expresses distaste for NAT religious practice,

asserting no more than some kind of “interference” with a subjective experience of certain EST

members based on the knowledge that an eagle may be taken by the NAT, somewhere on the

WRR, sometime during the year, pursuant to NAT religious needs.  Such an impact on EST does

not create a substantial burden on EST religious practices.  FWS has banned a NAT religious

practice on 2.3 million acres even though the NAT practice creates no cognizable burden on EST

practitioners.  A desire to avoid personal offense at NAT religious practice does not create a

compelling interest sufficient to outweigh the free exercise rights of NAT practitioners.

VII. FWS’ responses regarding its APA violations are unavailing.

A. FWS has not considered important facts it does not contest.  FWS does not deny

that NAT practitioners have taken an eagle as a religious practice on the WRR for over 130 years

and that the practice is a central part of the Tribe’s efforts to raise its children in traditional

9  For these same reasons, FWS’ reliance on Grace United Methodist Church v. City of
Cheyenne, 451 F.3d 643 (10th Cir. 2006) is misplaced.  Also, Grace affirms that where there is a
system of exemptions to a general rule, government “may not refuse to extend that system to
cases of ‘religious hardship’ without compelling reasons,” id. at 650.

8
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Arapaho ways.  Nor does FWS deny that it ignored the NAT Religious Freedom Code10 when

making its decision to deny the NAT application.  Nor does the Agency contest the accuracy of

the time-line summarizing key events in the case.  Doc.#79-1.  See Olenhouse v. Commodity

Credit Corp., 42 F.3d 1560, 1574 (10th Cir. 1994) (agency must consider important matters).

B. FWS has exceeded its authority by denying the NAT application.  FWS says that

the “other criteria” it may consider under its regulations includes religious-based objections to an

eagle take permit.  FWS ignores the express limitations in that regulation.  50 C.F.R. §22.22(c)

says “[w]e will... only issue a permit to take... when we determine that the taking... is compatible

with preservation of the... eagle.  In making a determination, we will consider, among other

criteria, the following: (1) The direct or indirect effect which issuing such a permit would be

likely to have upon the wild populations of ... eagles; and (2) Whether the applicant is an Indian

who is authorized to participate in bona fide tribal religious ceremonies.”  The determination

which FWS is authorized to make is whether the take is “compatible with preservation of the

eagle,”not whether the take is compatible with any “other criteria” the Agency chooses.  See 16

U.S.C. §668a (BGEPA).  Nothing in the statute or regulations allows FWS to deny a permit

based on anything other than the protection of the species (so long as the applicant is an Indian

participating in tribal ceremonies). 

C. The Court cannot ignore Constitutional claims.  Citing a concurring opinion in

Ashwander v. Tennessee Valley Authority, 297 U.S. 288, 347 (1936), FWS urges the Court to

ignore the Free Exercise claim because NAT has also stated RFRA and APA claims, Doc.#87 at

15.  But Ashwander decided the constitutional claims before it.  The concurring opinion argued

the case could have been dismissed because plaintiffs were stockholders with “no standing to

interfere with the management” of the corporation.  Id. at 343.   

D. FWS hides any explanation for altering its decision.  FWS asserts that documents

from FWS officials urging approval of the NAT permit application were taken out of context,

10  The Code establishes an on-reservation permit system for NAT members and finds
that ceremonies of the NAT “are an integral part of the Tribe itself and essential to the survival
and well-being of the Tribe and its members.”  (Ignored in findings, FWS ROD at 528-33.)

9
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but offers no explanation for why this is so.11  The plain language of these documents proves the

point, which is that the Agency itself was ready to approve the NAT application.  The record

does not show why these officials changed their minds between November, 2011, and March,

2012, when they decided to deny the NAT application. 

E. The evidence shows a violation of due process rights.  The religious-based

objection raised in a phone call between FWS and undisclosed “elders” was provided to NAT

only after this action was filed with the Court and the Agency submitted its ROD.  See

Doc.#79-1, Appendix A (timeline).  Despite this obvious fact, FWS misrepresents that NAT had

ample notice of the objection.  To this day, NAT does not know who these “elders” were or what

was said on the phone call other than FWS’ own characterization of it.  At the joint meeting with

both Tribes’ Business Councils, EST expressed no objection whatsoever, only asking for more

time to consider the matter.  NAT had no opportunity to provide input on these “religious

objections” prior to the Agency decision, which has resulted in a denial of due process.

F. FWS’ treatment of the Tribes was anything but equal.  FWS says that it applied

the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA) equally to both Tribes.  One wonders what FWS

considers “equal.”  FWS takes at face value a proclamation by the EST Business Council and

ignores NAT’s findings and supporting evidence that the permit denial creates a substantial

burden on NAT religious activity.  NAT ROD at 066, 075.  FWS identifies no burden on EST

religious practice.  This is hardly the “equal” treatment FWS professes to provide to each Tribe. 

Doc.# 87 at 23.  Instead, this is arbitrary and capricious agency action and should be set aside.

G. Entanglement and establishment issues should not be ignored.  FWS says the

Court should not consider NAT’s excessive entanglement and Establishment Clause arguments

because they were not expressed in the Complaint.  But NAT has argued these points

throughout, Doc.#30, 46, 79, and sought to amend the Complaint to conform to the evidence

revealed after the case was filed.  The Free Exercise and Establishment Clauses are mutually

supportive.  The Court should not ignore important Constitutional issues which have been

briefed to it based on the denial of a request to amend a Complaint to conform to the matters

presented.

11  See Doc.#79 at 22, FWS ROD at 000908 and 000481.

10
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